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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically demonstrated the importance of labor to

supply chain network activities from production to distribution with shortfalls in labor availability,

for numerous reasons, resulting in product shortages and the reduction of profits of firms. Even

as progress has been made through vaccinations, issues associated with labor are still arising.

Increasing wages is a strategy to enhance labor productivity and, also to ameliorate, in part, labor

shortages, but has not, until this work, been explored in a full supply chain network context.

Specifically, in this paper, a game theory supply chain network model is constructed of firms

competing in producing a substitutable, but differentiated, product, and seeking to determine their

equilibrium product path flows, as well as hourly wages to pay their workers, under fixed labor

amounts associated with links, and wage-responsive productivity factors. The theoretical and

computational approach utilizes the theory of variational inequalities. We first introduce a model

without wage bounds on links and then extend it to include wage bounds. Lagrange analysis is

conducted for the latter model, which yields interesting insights, as well as an alternative variational

inequality formulation. A series of numerical examples reveals that firms can gain in terms of

profits by being willing to pay higher wages, resulting in benefits also for their workers, as well as

consumers, who enjoy lower demand market prices for the products. However, sensitivity analysis

should be conducted to determine the range of such wage bounds. Ultimately, we observed, that

the profits may decrease and then stabilize. This work adds to the literature on the integration

of concepts from economics and operations research for supply chain networks and also has policy

implications.
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1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically shown the importance of labor to global supply

chains. Disruptions associated with lack of labor, due to reasons including illnesses and deaths

and the need for quarantining and social distancing, among others, have negatively impacted the

production, transportation, storage, and distribution of products from PPEs and other healthcare

products to cleaning supplies and even food items from meat to fresh produce (cf. Burki (2020),

Corkery and Yaffe-Bellany (2020), Flannery (2020), Nickel and Walljasper (2020), Schrotenboer

(2020)). Lack of labor due to COVID issues has resulted in port congestion, since there was not

sufficient labor to unload containers (db group (2021)), produce getting spoiled since it could not

be harvested in a timely manner (Nagurney (2021a), Luckstead, Nayga, Jr., and Snell (2021)), the

culling of animals due to shortfalls in processing (Polansek and Huffstutter (2020)), and products

not delivered in time due to unavailability of freight service providers, especially truckers (Cardona

(2021)). And, now, as more and more individuals are getting vaccinated against COVID-19 and

many areas are “opening up,” many industries continue to deal with labor shortages and this is

affecting the economy as well as the availability of goods and their prices (Conerly (2021)).

There has been much media attention recently noting that numerous companies are raising

wages to attract workers with such a strategy being taken by firms in the hospitality industry,

including restaurants, such as Chipotle and Starbucks, as well as online retailers such as Wayfair

and also Walmart, Target, and Costco (Reuter and Winck (2021)). Even Amazon has been raising

wages in order to attract workers (Palmer (2021)).

Interesting, and also highly relevant, is recent evidence from practice that raising wages may

enhance labor productivity, including that in manufacturing (Karp (2021)). This, in turn, may

alleviate some of the labor shortages. Wolters and Zilinsky (2015) had reviewed the literature and

theory on how wage increases influence productivity. They state that higher wages motivate em-

ployees to work harder, which is supported by research done by Yellen (1984) and by Levine (1992)

in the case of large manufacturing companies. Wolters and Zilinsky (2015) also note that higher

wages are associated with better health and concomitant greater stamina and less illness, which

enhance worker productivity. They further emphasize that laborers who are overly preoccupied

with income security perform less well at work and cite a World Bank (2015) development report

that references many field studies, and that acknowledges that poverty taxes one’s mental capacities

and self-control. Fisman and Luca (2018), more recently, state that paying workers wages that are

above the market rate can also be an important motivating force for a company’s employees. Lolla

and O’Rourke (2020), in their two-year quasi-experiment in an apparel factory, note the positives

of increased wages on both productivity of the workers and on profits of the manufacturer.
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Van Biesebroeck (2015) surveyed the empirical and theoretical literature on wages and produc-

tivity and provided an extensive list of references. Strain (2019) argues that, based on empirical

evidence, the link between productivity and wages is strong.

In this paper, we explore the impacts of wage-responsive productivity of labor in supply chain

networks on product consumer prices and profits of competing firms. We utilize a game theory

perspective grounded in the theory of variational inequalities (cf. Nagurney (1999)). The only

previously published work on the incorporation of labor in supply chain networks using game

theory is that of Nagurney (2021b). That work considers three different sets of constraints on

labor - bounds on supply chain network links; a bound on labor across a tier of supply chain links

corresponding to production, transportation, etc., or a bound on labor availability in the supply

chain network economy. In the case of the latter two sets of constraints, the firms compete for

labor, while maximizing their profits, which corresponds to a Generalized Nash Equilibrium (cf.

Debreu (1952) and Arrow and Debreu (1954)) as opposed to a Nash Equilibrium (cf. Nash (1950,

1951)) as in the first case. This paper, in contrast to the previous work, differs in considering the

following:

1. Each link productivity factor is an increasing function of the wage on the link (and not fixed).

Hence, the productivity factors are wage-responsive;

2. The amount of labor available on each link is fixed (and is not a variable);

3. There is an upper bound on the wage on each link that a firm desires to pay. The previously

noted work considered bounds on labor and not on wages;

4. We conduct Lagrange analysis on the model, which yields an alternative variational inequality,

amenable for elegant solution, plus managerial insights;

5. We conduct sensitivity analysis on impacts of changes to wage-responsive productivity as

well as bounds on wages that firms are willing to pay their employees.

This paper also extends the framework in Nagurney (2021c) by considering fixed amounts of

labor on each link, wage-dependent productivity factors, and the application of Lagrange analysis,

which is done here, for the first time, in a supply chain network game theory context with path

flow (and not just link flow) variables.

The Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz (1982) also considered wage-responsive (dependent) produc-

tivity of labor but not in a supply chain network context as we do here, wherein different links of

a firm associated with production, transportation, storage, and distribution and different sites can

have distinct wage-responsive productivity factors and, of course, these can differ also across the
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supply chain links of the competing firms.

This paper adds to the recent literature on novel applications and extensions of supply chain

networks using the rigorous methodology of the theory of variational inequalities to address chal-

lenges in the commercial sector (cf. Nagurney, Yu, and Besik (2017), Saberi et al. (2018), Nagurney,

Besik, and Nagurney (2019), Yu et al. (2021)) and inspired by the COVID-19 pandemic (see, e.g.,

Nagurney, Daniele, and Nagurney (2020), Daniele and Sciacca (2021), Nagurney (2021a), Nagur-

ney and Dutta (2021), Salarpour and Nagurney (2021)). However, as noted above, there has been

limited research on game theory and supply chain networks with the inclusion of the critical human

resource - that of labor.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 constructs the supply chain network game theory

models with wage-responsive productivity factors and fixed labor on links. We first, for definiteness,

present the model without wage bounds and then the model with wage bounds on the links. The

governing equilibrium conditions are stated and variational inequality formulations provided. We

then, for the model with wage bounds, conduct Lagrange analysis, which yields an alternative

variational inequality with nice features for algorithmic computations. The Lagrange analysis also

provides managerial insights. In Section 3, we outline the computational procedure and identify the

closed-form expression structure of the resulting algorithmic steps at each iteration. Conditions for

convergence are given. We then report on the results for the application of the algorithm in solving

a series of numerical examples. The numerical examples reveal the benefits of firms being willing

to pay higher wages to their workers in terms of profits for the firms, higher wages for the workers,

and lower demand market prices for consumers. However, it is imperative that a holistic approach

be taken and that the full picture of supply chain competition among firms is captured. We also

find that, in the case of fixed labor associated with the links, and wage-responsive productivity

factors, that, after a particular bound on wages is achieved, that a profit of a firm may decrease,

and, ultimately, profits of firms may stabilize. We summarize the results of this paper in Section

4, where we, in addition, outline suggestions for future research.

2. The Supply Chain Network Game Theory Models with Wage-Responsive Produc-

tivity

In the supply chain network economy there are I firms, with a typical firm denoted by i.

Each firm produces a product, which is substitutable but differentiated. The firms compete in an

oligopolistic manner, each seeking to maximize its profits and has its own supply chain network,

with the supply chain networks of all firms, as depicted in Figure 1. The supply chain network

of a given firm consists of production links, transportation links, and the storage and distribution

links. Observe that a firm, according to Figure 1, can have multiple production sites and multiple
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storage facilities. The firms sell their products at the same demand markets. The supply chain

network topology in Figure 1 is only representative and can be modified according to the specific

application under study. The notation for the model follows closely that in Nagurney (2021b).
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Figure 1: The Supply Chain Network Topology

We let G = [N,L] represent the graph consisting of the set of nodes N and the set of links L as

in Figure 1. P i
k denotes the set of paths in firm i’s supply chain network with a path p originating

in the top tier node i and ending in a demand market k, with i = 1, . . . , I and k = 1, . . . , nR. P i

is then the set of all paths of firm i; i = 1, . . . , I. We group all the latter paths into the set P with

nP elements. Observe from Figure 1 that the supply chain networks of the firms have no links in

common.

Table 1 contains the basic model notation. All vectors are column vectors.

2.1 The Model Without Wage Bounds

We first present the conservation of flow equations and then the equations relating labor on

each link to the product output on the link. Here we assume a linear production function, as in

economics, but one that is wage-responsive, as in Table 1.

The model without wage bounds is presented first and then extended to include wage bounds

in Section 2.2, where the Lagrange analysis is conducted.

All the product paths flows must be nonnegative, that is:

xp ≥ 0, ∀p ∈ P i, ∀i. (1)
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Table 1: Notation for the Models with Wage-Dependent Labor Productivity
Notation Definition
xp; p ∈ P i

k nonnegative product flow on path p beginning at firm node i and ending at
demand market k; i = 1, . . . , I; k = 1, . . . , nR. Firm i’s product path flows
are grouped into the vector xi ∈ R

nPi

+ . All the firms’ product path flows are
grouped into the vector x ∈ RnP

+ .
dik demand for the product of firm i at demand market k; i = 1, . . . , I; k =

1, . . . , nR. We group the {dik} elements for firm i into the vector di ∈ RnR
+ .

All the demands are grouped into the vector d ∈ RI×nR
+ .

fa nonnegative flow of the product on link a, ∀a ∈ L. All the link flows are
grouped into the vector f ∈ RnL

+ .
lfixed
a fixed amount of labor on link a (typically denoted in person hours).
wa wage for a unit of labor on link a per hour the cognizant firm is willing to

pay, on links a ∈ Li for i = 1, . . . , I.
w̄a upper bound on wage on link a that the firm responsible for the link is willing

to pay, for a ∈ Li for i = 1, . . . , I.
αawa productivity factor relating input of labor to output of product flow on link

a, where αa is given ∀a ∈ L and is positive and is refered to as the wage-
responsiveness productivity factor.

ĉa(f) total operational cost associated with link a, ∀a ∈ L.
ρik(d) demand price function for firm i’s product at demand market k; i = 1, . . . , I;

k = 1, . . . , nR.

Also, the demand for each product must be satisfied at each demand market, that is, for each

firm i: i = 1, . . . , I: ∑
p∈P i

k

xp = dik, k = 1, . . . , nR. (2)

The link flows of each firm i; i = 1, . . . , I, are related to the product path flows as follows:

fa =
∑
p∈P

xpδap, ∀a ∈ Li, (3)

where δap = 1, if link a is contained in path p, and 0, otherwise.

One of the novel features of our model is the use of the following equations:

fa = αawal
fixed
a , ∀a ∈ Li, i = 1, . . . , I, (4)

so that the greater the value of the wage wa on link a, the more productive the labor on the link.

The utility function of each firm i, U i; i = 1, . . . , I, represents the profit, which is the difference

between its revenue,
∑nR

k=1 ρik(d)dik, and its total operational costs and all the wages paid for labor,∑
a∈Li ĉa(f)−

∑
a∈Li wal

fixed
a , as follows:

U i =
nR∑
k=1

ρik(d)dik −
∑
a∈Li

ĉa(f)−
∑
a∈Li

wal
fixed
a . (5)
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The utility functions Ui; i = 1, . . . , I, are assumed to be concave, with the demand price

functions being monotone decreasing and continuously differentiable and with the total operational

link cost functions being convex and also continuously differentiable.

Due to (2), we can define demand price functions ρ̃ik(x) ≡ ρik(d), ∀i, ∀k, and, due to (3), we

can define the total operational link cost functions c̃a(x) ≡ ĉa(f), ∀a ∈ L. Also, using (4), and,

subsequently, (3), we conclude that

wal
fixed
a =

fa

αal
fixed
a

lfixed
a =

(
∑

p∈P xpδap)
αa

, ∀a ∈ L. (6)

We also define Ũi(x) ≡ Ui; i = 1, . . . , I and, by also making use of (2) again, we obtain:

Ũ i(x) =
nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

ρ̃ik(x)xp −
∑
a∈Li

c̃a(x)−
∑
a∈Li

(
∑

p∈P xpδap)
αa

, i = 1, . . . , I. (7)

The feasible set Ki for firm i is defined as: Ki ≡ {xi|xi ∈ R
nPi

+ , for i = 1, . . . , I}. Also,

K ≡
∏I

i=1 Ki.

Each firm i; i = 1, . . . , I, seeks to determine its vector of strategies consisting of its product

path flows xi ∈ R
nPi

+ that maximizes its profits, Ũ i(x), satisfying the Nash (1950,1951) equilibrium

conditions in the definition below.

Definition 1: Supply Chain Network Nash Equilibrium for the Game Theory Model

Without Wage Bounds

A path flow pattern x∗ ∈ K is a supply chain network Nash Equilibrium if for each firm i; i =

1, . . . , I:

Ũ i(xi∗, x̂i∗) ≥ Ũ i(xi, x̂i∗), ∀xi ∈ Ki, (8)

where x̂i∗ ≡ (x1∗, . . . , xi−1∗, xi+1∗, . . . , xI∗).

According to (8), a Nash equilibrium is achieved when no firm, acting unilaterally, can improve

upon its profits.

Variational Inequality Formulations

Using the classical theory of Nash equilibria and variational inequalities, since, under our im-

posed assumptions on the underlying functions, the utility functions for each firm are concave and

continuously differentiable (cf. Gabay and Moulin (1980) and Nagurney (1999)), it follows that

the solution to the above Nash Equilibrium problem (see Nash (1950, 1951)) coincides with the
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solution of the variational inequality problem: determine x∗ ∈ K, such that

−
I∑

i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂Ũ i(x∗)
∂xp

× (xp − x∗p) ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ K, (9)

which, in expanded form, is: determine x∗ ∈ K, such that

I∑
i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

×[xp−x∗p] ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ K, (10)

where

∂C̃p(x)
∂xp

≡
∑
a∈Li

∑
b∈Li

∂ĉb(f)
∂fa

δap, ∀p ∈ P i,∀i, and
∂ρ̃il(x)

∂xp
≡ ∂ρil(d)

∂dik
,∀p ∈ P i

k,∀i,∀k. (11)

Once the equilibrium is computed - as we discuss in the next section - we can determine the

wages on the links using (4).

2.2 The Model with Wage Bounds plus Lagrange Analysis

We now extend the above model to introduce upper bounds on wages that the firms are willing

to pay their workers per hour. We allow for distinct upper limits on different links. Specifically,

the model remains as above except for the addition of the following constraints:

wa ≤ w̄a, ∀a ∈ L. (12)

Making use of (3) and (4), (12) can be reexpressed as:∑
p∈P

xpδap ≤ w̄aαal
fixed
a , ∀a ∈ L. (13)

We define the feasible set Ki
1 ≡ {xi ≥ 0, and (13) holds for all a ∈ Li}, with K1 ≡

∏I
i=1 Ki

1.

With the wage link upper bounds the statement of the Nash equilibrium according to Definition 1

is still relevant but over the feasible set K1. The variational inequality (10) also holds but with the

new feasible set K1. We remark that, since there are bounds on the wages, the link flows are also

bounded, as are the path flows; hence, the feasible set K1 is compact. Since all the functions in (10)

are continuous, under our imposed assumptions, it follows from the classical theory of variational

inequalities (see Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia (1980)) that a solution exists.

We define V (x) as

V (x) ≡
I∑

i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

× [xp − x∗p] (14)
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and observe that the variational inequality with wage bounds can be rewritten as the following

minimization problem:

min
K1

V (x) = V (x∗) = 0. (15)

In order to construct the Lagrange function, we reformulate the constraints as below, with the

associated Lagrange multiplier next to the corresponding constraint:

ea =
∑
p∈P

xpδap − w̄aαal
fixed
a ≤ 0, λa,∀a,

gp = −xp ≤ 0, εp,∀p, (16)

and

Γ(x) = (ea, gp)a∈L;p∈P . (17)

We now construct the Lagrange function L(x, λ, ε)

=
I∑

i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

×[xp−x∗p]+
∑
a∈L

eaλa+
∑
p∈P

gpεp,

(18)

∀x ∈ RnP
+ ,∀λ ∈ RnL

+ ,∀ε ∈ RnP
+ ,

where λ is the vector of all λas and ε is the vector of all εps.

The feasible set K1 is convex and the Slater condition is satisfied. Indeed, we know that Γ(x) is

convex and ∃x̄ ∈ RnP
+ : Γ(x̄) < 0, since we can always construct a small enough path flow pattern.

Hence, if x∗ is a minimal solution to problem (15), there exist λ∗ ∈ RnL
+ and ε∗ ∈ RnP

+ such that

the vector (x∗, λ∗, ε∗) is a saddle point of the Lagrange function (18):

L(x∗, ε, λ) ≤ L(x∗, ε∗, λ∗) ≤ L(x, ε∗, λ∗) (19)

and

e∗aλ
∗
a, ∀a,

g∗pε
∗
p = 0, ∀p. (20)

From the right-hand side of (19) it follows that x∗ ∈ RnP
+ is a minimal point of the function

L(x, ε∗, λ∗) in the whole space RnP and, therefore, we have that for all p ∈ P i
k, ∀i, k:

∂L(x∗, ε∗, λ∗)
∂xp

=

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

 +
∑
a∈L

λ∗aδap − ε∗p = 0,

(21)

together with conditions (20).

We are now ready to state the following Theorem.
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Theorem

Conditions (20) and (21) correspond to an equivalent variational inequality to the one in (10), but

over the feasible set K1, given by: determine (x∗, ε∗, λ∗) ∈ R2nP +nL
+ such that

I∑
i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q +
∑
a∈Li

λ∗aδap − ε∗p

× [xp − x∗p]

+
∑
p∈P

x∗p ×
[
εp − ε∗p

]
+

∑
a∈L

w̄aαal
fixed
a −

∑
p∈P

x∗pδap

× [λa − λ∗a] ≥ 0, ∀(x, ε, λ) ∈ R2nP +nL
+ , (22)

or simplified as: determine (x∗, λ∗) ∈ RnP +nL
+ such that:

I∑
i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap +
∑
a∈Li

λ∗aδap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

× [xp − x∗p]

+
∑
a∈L

w̄aαal
fixed
a −

∑
p∈P

x∗pδap

× [λa − λ∗a] ≥ 0, ∀(x, λ) ∈ RnP +nL
+ . (23)

Proof: We note, first, that a vector (x∗, ε∗, λ∗) ∈ R2nP +nL
+ satisfying (20) and (21) clearly also

satisfies variational inequality (22). We now prove that such a vector also satisfies variational

inequality (10).

If we multiply (21) by (xp − x∗p) and sum up with respect to all paths p ∈ P , we get:

I∑
i=1

nR∑
k=1

∑
p∈P i

k

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

×
[
xp − x∗p

]
=

∑
p∈P

[−
∑
a∈L

λ∗aδap + ε∗p]× [xp − x∗p]. (24)

Expanding the right-hand side of (24), we obtain:

= −
∑
p∈P

∑
a∈L

λ∗aδapxp +
∑
p∈P

∑
a∈L

λ∗aδapx
∗
p +

∑
p∈P

ε∗pxp −
∑
p∈P

ε∗px
∗
p, (25a)

=
∑
a∈L

w̄aαal
fixed
a −

∑
p∈P

xpδap

λ∗a +
∑
p∈P

ε∗pxp −
∑
p∈P

ε∗px
∗
p, (25b)

by applying (20) and (13).

The third term in (25b) is clearly nonnegative whereas the fourth term in (25b), due to (20),

is equal to zero. The term in brackets in (25b) is nonnegative due to the feasible set K1. The
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conclusion that variational inequality (22) is equivalent to variational inequality (10) with the

feasible set K1 follows.

Variational inequality (23) then follows from (22) since the nonnegativity of the product path

flows x is guaranteed by the feasible set in (23). 2

We now proceed to conduct the Lagrange analysis. We note that Lagrange analysis has been

conducted for other network-based equilibrium problem by Daniele (2001, 2004, 2006), Barbagallo,

Daniele, and Maugeri (2012), Toyasaki et al. (2014), Colojanni et al. (2018), Caruso and Daniele

(2018), and by Nagurney and Daniele (2021). We utilize (21) and consider the case where a path

p has a positive product flow at the solution, so that x∗p > 0, in which case, due to (20), ε∗p = 0.

Assume that for this path none of the link flows are at their upper bounds, in which case, also

according to (20), all the λ∗as on links on the path are equal to zero. Then (21) yields for such a

path p ∈ P i
k, ∀i, k:

∂L(x∗, ε∗, λ∗)
∂xp

=

∂C̃p(x∗)
∂xp

+
∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap − ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q

 = 0 (26)

or
∂C̃p(x∗)

∂xp
+

∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap = ρ̃ik(x∗)−
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q . (27)

(27) has the interpretation that the marginal total operational costs on the path with the inclusion

of the sum of the inverses of the wage-responsive productivity factor on links comprising the path

are equal to the marginal revenue associated with the product flow on the path. This is a good

situation and can be interpreted as the marginal revenue being equal to the full marginal costs,

which means that the profit is maximized. Furthermore, from (27), we see that the greater the

wage-responsiveness productivity factors on links, making up such a path, the “closer” the marginal

revenue on the path to the marginal total operational costs on the path.

On the other hand, assume now that the flow on the path is still positive, but that one or more

of the link flows on links making up the path are at their respective upper bounds, in which case,

one or more of the λ∗as will be greater than zero on such links according to (20). Then, (21) implies

that:
∂C̃p(x∗)

∂xp
+

∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap +
∑
a∈Li

λ∗aδap = ρ̃ik(x∗) +
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(x∗)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

x∗q . (28)

We see from equation (28), that, with one or more link flows at their upper bounds, the marginal

revenue associated with the path exceeds the marginal total operational costs on the path with the

inclusion of the sum of the inverses of the wage-responsive productivity factor on links comprising

the path by an amount
∑

a∈Li λ∗aδap, which is not a good situation, since profits could be higher if

11



the bounds were loosened. Also, clearly, the greater the αas on links a comprising a path, then in

both (26) and (28), the marginal revenue on the path is closer to the marginal total operational costs

on the path. This reflects that a path is comprised of links on which workers produce more for a

given wage (are more productive). The Lagrange multipliers, the λ∗as, provide valuable information

and may also be interpreted as shadow prices. For example, if one looks back at constraints (13),

with which these Lagrange multipliers are associated, one sees that a unit increase in the right-hand

side of (13) for link a will result in a λ∗a increase in profits for the firm. This can be achieved by the

cognizant firm (cf. (13)) by raising the wage bound w̄a and/or increasing labor lfixed
a and/or even

incentivizing workers to be more sensitive to wages through raising αa. Moreover, by comparing

the positive λ∗as, a firm can see on which link(s) it makes the most sense to invest in terms of

loosening the bounds, with those links with the highest values of their λ∗as, ultimately, being the

most important to invest in, from a profit-enhancing perspective.

3. The Algorithm and Numerical Examples

Before presenting the algorithm, we put variational inequality (23) in standard form (cf. Nagur-

ney (1999)): determine X∗ ∈ K such that

〈F (X∗), X −X∗〉 ≥ 0, ∀X ∈ K, (29)

where F is a given continuous function from K to RN , K is a given closed convex set, and 〈·, ·〉
denotes the inner product in N -dimensional Euclidean space.

We set K ≡ RnP +nL
+ , X ≡ (x, λ), and N = nP + nL. Also, we define the vector F ≡ (F1, F2),

where the components of F1 consist of the elements: ∂C̃p(x)
∂xp

+
∑

a∈Li
1

αa
δap +

∑
a∈Li λaδap− ρ̃ik(x)−∑nR

l=1
∂ρ̃il(x)

∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l
xq, ∀p ∈ P and the components of F2 consist of the elements: w̄al

fixed
a −∑

p∈P xpδap, ∀a ∈ L. Then, clearly, variational inequality (23) coincides with variational inequality

(29), with the above definitions.

We will apply the modified projection method of Korpelevich (1977) for the computation of

solutions to our numerical examples. We first outline the algorithm and then present the explicit

formulae that it takes for our model(s).

The modified projection method is guaranteed to converge if the function F (X) that enters the

variational inequality problem (29) is monotone and Lipschitz continuous, provided that a solution

exists.

For completeness and easy references we now recall the definitions of monotonicity and Lipschitz

continuity of F (X). The function F (X) is said to be monotone, if

〈F (X1)− F (X2), X1 −X2〉 ≥ 0, ∀X1, X2 ∈ K, (30)

12



and it is Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant ω > 0, known as the Lipschitz constant,

such that

‖F (X1)− F (X2)‖ ≤ ω‖X1 −X2‖, ∀X1, X2 ∈ K. (31)

3.1 The Modified Projection Method

The steps of the modified projection method are given below, with τ denoting an iteration

counter:

The Modified Projection Method

Step 0: Initialization

Initialize with X0 ∈ K. Set the iteration counter τ := 1 and let β be a scalar such that 0 < β ≤ 1
ω ,

where ω is the Lipschitz constant.

Step 1: Computation

Compute X̄τ by solving the variational inequality subproblem:

〈X̄τ + βF (Xτ−1)−Xτ−1, X − X̄τ 〉 ≥ 0, ∀X ∈ K. (32)

Step 2: Adaptation

Compute Xτ by solving the variational inequality subproblem:

〈Xτ + βF (X̄τ )−Xτ−1, X −Xτ 〉 ≥ 0, ∀X ∈ K. (33)

Step 3: Convergence Verification

If |Xτ −Xτ−1| ≤ ε, with ε > 0, a pre-specified tolerance, then stop; otherwise, set τ := τ + 1 and

go to Step 1.

The elegance of this procedure for the computation of solutions to both the supply chain network

game theory models with wage-dependent labor can be seen in the following explicit formulae.

Explicit Formulae at Iteration τ for the Product Path Flows in Step 1

In particular, we have the following closed form expressions for the path flows in Step 1 for the

solution of variational inequality (23):

x̄τ
p = max{0, xτ−1

p +β(ρ̃ik(xτ−1)+
nR∑
l=1

∂ρ̃il(xτ−1)
∂xp

∑
q∈P i

l

xτ−1
q −∂C̃p(xτ−1)

∂xp
−

∑
a∈Li

λτ−1
a δap−

∑
a∈Li

1
αa

δap)},
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∀p ∈ P i
k; i = 1, . . . , I; k = 1, . . . , nR. (34)

Explicit Formulae at Iteration τ for the Lagrange Multipliers in Step 1

Similarly, we have the following closed form expressions for the Lagrange multipliers in Step 1 at

an iteration τ :

λτ
a = max{0, λτ−1

a + β(
∑
p∈P

xτ−1
p δap − w̄aαal

fixed
a )}, ∀a ∈ L. (35)

The analogues of expressions (34) and (35) for Step 2 follow easily.

As for the solution of variational inequality (10), governing the model without wage upper

bounds, (35) is no longer needed, whereas (34) still holds for Step 1 of the modified projection

method but with the term: −
∑

a∈L λτ−1
a δap removed.

3.2 Numerical Examples

The modified projection method was coded in FORTRAN and a Linux system at the University

of Massachusetts Amherst was used for the numerical computations. The algorithm was initialized

with a demand of 40 for each firm-demand market pair, with the demand then equally divided

among the associated path flows. The Lagrange multipliers were all initialized to zero. The con-

vergence tolerance was 10−7 in that the absolute difference between two successive variable iterates

differed by no more than this amount. The β parameter was set to .01 for all the examples.

There are two firms and two demand markets in the numerical examples. Each firm, has at its

disposal, two manufacturing/production plants, a single distribution center, and sells its product

at two demand markets, as depicted in Figure 2.

The total operational link cost functions are:

ĉa(f) = 2f2
a , ĉb(f) = 2f2

b , ĉc(f) = .5f2
c , ĉd = .5f2

d ,

ĉe(f) = f2
e + 2fe, ĉf (f) = .5f2

f , ĉg(f) = .5f2
g ,

ĉh(f) = 1.5f2
h , ĉi(f) = 1.5f2

i + fi, ĉj(f) = f2
j + 2fj , ĉk = f2

k ,

ĉl(f) = .5f2
l , ĉm(f) = .5f2

m + fm, ĉn(f) = f2
n + 2fn.

The demand price functions are:

ρ11(d) = −5d11 − 2d21 + 800, ρ12(d) = −5d12 − d22 + 850,

14
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Figure 2: The Supply Chain Network Topology for the Numerical Examples

ρ21(d) = −3d21 − d11 + 700, ρ22(d) = −5d22 − .5d12 + 750.

The operational cost functions and demand price functions are constructed to reflect a fairly

high value product that is not that expensive to produce, transport, store, and distribute.

The αa and the lfixed
a parameters (cf. (4)) are, for a ∈ L as follows:

αa = .5, αb = .5, αc = .3, αd = .3, αe = .4, αf = .5, αg = .3,

αh = .3, αi = .4, αj = .3, αk = .3, αl = .5, αm = .3, αn = .3,

lfixed
a = 10, lfixed

b = 10, lfixed
c = 9, lfixed

d = 7, lfixed
e = 8, lfixed

f = 6, lfixed
g = 8,

lfixed
h = 3, lfixed

i = 3, lfixed
j = 9, lfixed

k = 9, lfixed
l = 8, lfixed

m = 7, lfixed
n = 8.

The paths are defined as: path p1 = (a, c, e, f), path p2 = (b, d, e, f), path p3 = (a, c, e, g),

path p4 = (b, d, e, g), path p5 = (h, j, l,m), path p6 = (i, k, l,m), path p7 = (h, j, l, n), and path

p8 = (i, k, l, n, ).

Series 1: Examples 1 Through 4

In this series of examples, we investigate the impacts on product flows, consumer prices, and firm

profits of raising the link wage bounds. Example 1 has all link wage bounds w̄a = 10; Example
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2 has all wage bounds w̄a = 15; Example 3 has all wage bounds w̄a = 20; and Example 4 has all

wage bounds w̄a = 25.

The remaining data for Examples 1 through 4 are as described above.

Example 1 Results

The modified projection method converges to the following equilibrium path flow pattern:

x∗p1
= 7.19, x∗p2

= 7.19, x∗p3
= 8.81, x∗p4

= 8.81,

x∗p5
= 0.59, x∗p6

= 2.09, x∗p7
= 8.41, x∗p8

= 9.91.

The demand market prices are:

ρ11 = 722.75, ρ12 = 743.56, ρ21 = 677.59, ρ22 = 722.86.

The profit for Firm 1 is: 20,530.75 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 13,628.85.

Example 2 Results

The modified projection method converges to the following equilibrium path flow pattern:

x∗p1
= 11.19, x∗p2

= 11.19, x∗p3
= 12.81, x∗p4

= 12.81,

x∗p5
= 1.94, x∗p6

= 4.19, x∗p7
= 11.56, x∗p8

= 13.81.

The demand market prices are now:

ρ11 = 675.81, ρ12 = 696.54, ρ21 = 659.22, ρ22 = 711.82.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 26,605.95, whereas the profit for Firm 2 is: 19,213.26.

We see that, with the wage bounds raised, reflecting that the firms are willing to pay their

workers more for their labor, the profit for each firm increases, while the demand market prices

that consumers pay decrease, signaling a win-win situation.

Example 3 Results

The modified projection method for Example 3, with all wage bounds set to 20, converges to the

following equilibrium path flow pattern:

x∗p1
= 15.20, x∗p2

= 15.20, x∗p3
= 16.81, x∗p4

= 16.81,
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x∗p5
= 3.29, x∗p6

= 6.29, x∗p7
= 14.71, x∗p8

= 17.71.

The demand market prices are now:

ρ11 = 628.88, ρ12 = 649.53, ρ21 = 640.86, ρ22 = 700.78.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 29,897.83 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 24,012.63.

We see that, with the wage bounds further increased that the profits of both firms increase (as

compared to their respective values in Examples 1 and 2) and, again, the demand market prices

decrease at all demand markets under more generous upper bounds on wages.

Example 4 Results

The algorithm for Example 4, with all wage bounds now set to 25, converges to the following

equilibrium path flow pattern:

x∗p1
= 18.69, x∗p2

= 18.69, x∗p3
= 20.30, x∗p4

= 20.30,

x∗p5
= 4.67, x∗p6

= 8.42, x∗p7
= 17.83, x∗p8

= 21.58.

The demand market prices are:

ρ11 = 586.95, ρ12 = 607.61, ρ21 = 623.37, ρ22 = 690.28.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 30,425.58 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 28,060.79.

We see that the results are quite robust and reveal that raising wages can benefit both firms as

well as consumers.

The computed equilibrium link flows, Lagrange multipliers, and wages (cf. (4)) for Examples 1

through 4 are reported in Table 2.

From Table 2, we see that, as the wage upper bounds are raised, as we proceed from Example 1

through 4, the wages for labor on all the supply chain network links increase, and this, as discussed

above, benefits consumers in terms of lower prices, as well as firms, in terms of higher prices.

Furthermore, since in the model, the labor is fixed on all the links, the workers also benefit.

Also, we see that, in Examples 1 through 4, the Lagrange multipliers associated with links h

and i are all positive and that the wages on these links are at the upper bounds. The Lagrange

multiplier on link e, on the other hand, is positive in Examples 1 through 3, but is equal to zero in

Example 4 since in Example 4 the wage on link e is not at the upper bound of 25. The firms may
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Notation Equilibrium Value
Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4

f∗a 16.00 24.00 32.00 38.99
f∗b 16.00 24.00 32.00 38.99
f∗c 16.00 24.00 32.00 38.99
f∗d 16.00 24.00 32.00 38.99
f∗e 32.00 48.00 64.00 77.97
f∗f 14.38 22.38 30.39 37.38
f∗g 17.62 25.62 33.61 40.60
f∗h 9.00 13.50 18.00 22.50
f∗i 12.00 18.00 24.00 30.00
f∗j 9.00 13.50 18.00 22.50
f∗k 12.00 18.00 24.00 30.00
f∗l 21.01 31.50 42.00 52.50
f∗m 2.68 6.13 9.58 13.08
f∗n 18.33 25.37 32.42 39.42
λ∗a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗d 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗e 480.64 313.67 146.70 0.00
λ∗f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗g 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗h 585.85 520.68 455.51 391.02
λ∗i 572.69 500.02 427.34 355.35
λ∗j 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗k 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
λ∗n 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
w∗a 3.20 4.80 6.40 7.80
w∗b 3.20 4.80 6.40 7.80
w∗c 5.93 8.89 11.85 14.44
w∗d 7.62 11.43 15.24 18.56
w∗e 10.00 15.00 20.00 24.37
w∗f 4.79 7.46 10.13 12.46
w∗g 7.34 10.67 14.00 16.91
w∗h 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
w∗i 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
w∗j 3.33 5.00 6.67 8.33
w∗k 4.45 6.67 8.89 11.11
w∗l 4.67 7.00 9.33 11.67
w∗m 1.28 2.92 4.56 6.23
w∗n 7.74 10.57 13.51 16.42

Table 2: Equilibrium Link Flows, Lagrange Multipliers, and Hourly Wages for Examples 1 Through
4
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wish to invest in the links with positive Lagrange multipliers, since doing so, with the large values

of the Lagrange multipliers, they can enhance their profits significantly.

We now proceed to conduct additional sensitivity analysis and, in Figure 3, we report on the

profits of the two firms as the link wage bounds are raised, while also graphing these results for

Examples 1 through 4. Now, we see something interesting happening, and this further emphasizes

the importance of having a rigorous theoretical and computational framework for conducting such

exercises. At a wage bound of 30, Firm 1 now has a lower profit than it had at a wage bound

of 25, whereas the profit of Firm 2 continues to increase, but at a decreasing rate. Plus, Firm 2

now has a profit exceeding that of Firm 1. And, for link wage bounds of 65 or higher, the profit

of Firm 1 stabilizes at 27,225.99 and that of Firm 2 at 39,800.45. It is important to emphasize

that the model has, in effect, link production functions that relate labor, which is fixed, and the

wage-responsiveness productivity factor and wage to the product output on each link. However,

the product flows are associated with paths, since the product requires multiple supply chain links,

beginning from production to ultimate distribution, and the latter, for each firm and demand

market pair sum up to the demand. All these are intricately related. Of course, the solution of

the supply chain network model without bounds for this dataset would yield the same profits (and

equilibrium pattern) as obtained for wages on the supply chain links of 65 or above.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity Analysis for Different Wage Bounds on the Supply Chain Networks of Both
Firms and Effects on the Firms’ Profits
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Series 2: Examples 5 Through 8

In this series of examples we conducted a sensitivity analysis on the αa parameters. Specifically,

the data in these examples is as in Example 4 (with the wage bounds all equal to 25), but Example

5 has all the αas increased fourfold; Example 6 has all the αas doubled. Example 7, in turn, has

the αas in Example 4 halved, whereas Example 8 has the αas in Example 4 multiplied by a quarter
1
4 .

Results for Example 5

The demand market prices for Example 5 are:

ρ11 = 551.09, ρ12 = 574.63, ρ21 = 555.96, ρ22 = 650.81.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 27,741.21 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 40,774.57.

The demand market prices are lower for consumers at the demand markets as compared to their

respective values in Example 4. Firm 1 has a lower profit, whereas Firm 2 has a greater profit in

Example 5 than it did in Example 4.

Results for Example 6

The demand market prices for Example 6 are, in turn:

ρ11 = 557.52, ρ12 = 580.64, ρ21 = 567.58, ρ22 = 657.62.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 28,096.79 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 39,826.35.

In Example 6, the demand market prices are lower than in Examples 4 and 5. The profit for

Firm 1 is greater than it earned in Example 5, whereas the profit of Firm 2 is lower than it earned

in Example 4.

Results for Example 7

The demand market prices for Example 7 are, in turn:

ρ11 = 698.99, ρ12 = 720.35, ρ21 = 668.37, ρ22 = 717.36.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 23,494.23 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 16,217.42.

Now, with αas lower than in Example 4, the prices are higher in Example 7 than in Example 4,

and also higher (with smaller αas) than in Example 6. Both firms now suffer a drop in their profits

as compared to their profits in Example 6.
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Results for Example 8

The demand market prices for Example 8 are:

ρ11 = 757.08, ρ12 = 779.71, ρ21 = 691.25, ρ22 = 731.21.

The profit for Firm 1 is now: 13,512.69 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 8,471.89.

With even smaller values of αas, for all links a ∈ L, the prices increase further at the demand

markets, and the profits of both firms decrease substantially, as compared to their values in Example

8.

The general progression of demand market prices and firm profits as the αas decrease makes

sense, since, one can see from (4), that, for a fixed amount of labor and wage, a lower αa on a link

a would result in a lower product output volume on the link.

Series 3: Examples 9 and 10

In this series of numerical examples, we are interested in seeing the impacts of one firm having

higher wage bounds on its supply chain network activities than the other firm.

Example 9 Results

Example 9 has the same data as Example 1, except that w̄a = 10, for all links a ∈ L1, whereas

w̄a = 15, for all links a ∈ L2.

The modified projection method converges to the following equilibrium path flow pattern:

x∗p1
= 7.17, x∗p2

= 7.17, x∗p3
= 8.83, x∗p4

= 8.83,

x∗p5
= 2.13, x∗p6

= 4.38, x∗p7
= 11.38, x∗p8

= 13.63.

The demand market prices are:

ρ11 = 715.33, ρ12 = 736.66, ρ21 = 666.16, ρ22 = 716.16.

The profit for Firm 1 is: 20,303.18 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 19,364.23.

Note that, as compared to the results in Example 1, Firm 1 now loses in the competition with

Firm 2, which is willing to pay its workers higher wages. It has a lower profit than it had in

Example 1, whereas Firm 2 enjoys a substantially increased profit, showing, again, that firms can

earn greater profits, while paying their workers more. For the computed equilibrium link flows,

Lagrange multipliers, and wages for Examples 9 and 10, please, refer to Table 3
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Example 10 Results

Example 10 also has the same data as Example 1, but now we switch and have Firm 1 having the

higher wage bounds, in that w̄a = 15, for all a ∈ L1, with Firm 2 now having wage bounds of

w̄a = 10, for all links a ∈ L2.

The modified projection method converges to the following equilibrium path flow pattern:

x∗p1
= 11.21, x∗p2

= 11.21, x∗p3
= 12.79, x∗p4

= 12.79,

x∗p5
= 0.40, x∗p6

= 1.90, x∗p7
= 8.60, x∗p8

= 10.10.

The demand market prices are:

ρ11 = 683.24, ρ12 = 703.44, ρ21 = 670.64, ρ22 = 718.52.

The profit for Firm 1 is: 26,948.15 and the profit for Firm 2 is: 13,535.19.

We now compare the profits of the two firms to the results in Example 2, where all the wage

bounds were set to 15.

In Example 10, Firm 1, by being willing to pay workers more than Firm 2, earns a higher profit

than it did in Example 2, whereas Firm 2 has a substantial decrease in profits, as compared to

what it earned in Example 2, where it was willing to pay workers a maximum of 15 (rather than

10 as in Example 10).

Although the above supply chain network examples are stylized, they, nevertheless, provide

useful insights for firms, workers, consumers, as well as policy-makers. Of special significance and

relevance, is that firms can garner enhanced profits in paying their workers. Of course, the frame-

work assumes wage-responsive productivity factors, but, as noted in the Introduction, economists,

including the Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz (1982), have argued that many workers will be more

productive under higher wages. However, it is imperative to conduct sensitivity analysis to see

the quantifiable impacts on profits of wage bound increases since, after a point, there may be

diminishing returns.

We now proceed to conduct additional sensitivity analysis. In particular, we investigate the

impacts of increasing the wage bounds, using Example 9 as the baseline where the wage bound of

Firm 1 is lower than than of Firm 2 and we proceed with the following increments of wage bounds

for Firm 1 and Firm 2 in parentheses: (10,15), (15,20),... (70,75), on the profits of the firms. The

results are reported in Figure 4.
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Notation Equilibrium Value
Example 9 Example 10

f∗a 16.00 24.00
f∗b 16.00 24.00
f∗c 16.00 24.00
f∗d 16.00 24.00
f∗e 32.00 48.00
f∗f 14.33 22.43
f∗g 17.67 25.57
f∗h 13.50 9.00
f∗i 18.00 12.00
f∗j 13.50 9.00
f∗k 18.00 12.00
f∗l 31.50 21.01
f∗m 6.50 2.31
f∗n 25.00 18.70
λ∗a 0.00 0.00
λ∗b 0.00 0.00
λ∗c 0.00 0.00
λ∗d 0.00 0.00
λ∗e 473.48 320.83
λ∗f 0.00 0.00
λ∗g 0.00 0.00
λ∗h 526.13 580.40
λ∗i 505.48 567.23
λ∗j 0.00 0.00
λ∗k 0.00 0.00
λ∗l 0.00 0.00
λ∗m 0.00 0.00
λ∗n 0.00 0.00
w∗a 3.20 4.80
w∗b 3.20 4.80
w∗c 5.93 8.89
w∗d 7.62 11.43
w∗e 10.00 15.00
w∗f 4.78 7.48
w∗g 7.36 10.66
w∗h 15.00 10.00
w∗i 15.00 10.00
w∗j 5.00 3.33
w∗k 6.67 4.45
w∗l 7.00 4.67
w∗m 3.10 1.10
w∗n 10.42 7.79

Table 3: Equilibrium Link Flows, Lagrange Multipliers, and Hourly Wages for Examples 9 and 10
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Figure 4: Sensitivity Analysis for Different Wage Bounds on the Supply Chain Networks of Both
Firms, with Firm 1 Having a Lower Bound than Firm 2, and Effects on the Firms’ Profits
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Figure 5: Sensitivity Analysis for Different Wage Bounds on the Supply Chain Networks of Both
Firms, with Firm 1 Having a Higher Bound than Firm 2, and Effects on the Firms’ Profits

Firm 1 has profits higher than Firm 2 until the wage bounds of (25,30), after which the profit

of Firm 1 decreases, but that of Firm 2 increases, but, at a decreasing rate, until it stabilizes at

38.800.45 and the profit of Firm 1 stabilizes at: 27,255.99.

We continue the sensitivity analysis, but now Firm 1 has a higher wage bound than Firm 2

and we proceed with computing the solution to Example 9 but now with wage bounds of: (15,10),

(20,15), (25,2),..., (75,70). We report the profits of the two firms in Figure 5.

Firm 1 now enjoys a higher profit at (15,10) than it did at (10,15) in Figure 4; the same for

(20,15) than at (15,20) in Figure 4 and so on, suggesting, again, that lifting wage bounds can have

positive effects on a firm’s profits. Firm 2, on the other hand, now has consistently lower profit

at (15,10) than it did at (10,15) in Figure 4; the same for (20,15) than at (15,20), and so on. At

(70,65), as also seen in previous results, the profits reach 27,225.99 for Firm 1 and 39,800.45 for

Firm 2, and remain there for (75,70) (and so on). Firm 1, while enjoying increasing profits at the

first three points, then encounters a reduction in profit at (30,25) and that trend continues until

its profit of 27,225.99. Firm 2 enjoys an increase in profits as we move along the x axis in Figure

5, with stabilization at the profit level of 39,800.45.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the importance of labor and its productivity to

supply chains of numerous different products. Disruptions to labor have negatively impacted pro-

duction, the transportation of goods, and even storage, as workers got ill, and many perished.

In this paper, we introduce a novel game theory model that integrates labor into supply chains

and that captures wage-responsive productivity associated with the various supply chain network

activities. We present first a model without wage bounds on links, representing the maximum hourly

wages that firms are willing to pay, and then extend the model to include such wage bounds. The

link productivity factors are linearly increasing in wages.

The governing equilibrium concept in the competitive game theory models is that of Nash

equilibrium. We utilize the theory of variational inequalities to formulate the equilibrium condi-

tions and, for the model with wage bounds, we conduct a Lagrange analysis, which also yields an

alternative variational inequality formulation with nice features for computations.

Our numerical results reveal that firms that are willing to pay their workers higher hourly

wages can enjoy higher profits, and can, hence, beat their competitors, in terms of lower prices

for consumers at the demand markets, higher wages for the workers, and, of course, higher profits.

Our framework also has relevance for addressing, in part, the labor shortage in various industrial

sectors and even in freight services since we show that, even with fixed labor amounts associated

with various supply chain network economic activities, having more productive labor, that is wage-

sensitive, can yield financial gains for firms. However, it is important to conduct sensitivity analysis,

since, after a point that the wage bounds are raised, a firm may experience a decline in profits.

Furthermore, ultimately, the profits of competing firms may stabilize and there will be no change

with increases in the wage bounds. This is also interesting, since it suggests a natural type of wage

“cap.”

This work adds to the literature on the integration of principles from economics and operations

research perspectives for supply chains.

Future research directions can include extending some of the concepts formulated herein to

various service sectors, including the healthcare sector, which has also faced many disruptions in

the COVID-19 pandemic, along with decreases in productivity, as well as shortfalls and shortages

in labor. Another possibility for future research is constructing a multiperiod supply chain network

model with labor and productivity factors. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate the

case of labor that is elastic, rather than fixed, and that, possibly, could be allocated across tasks,

with associated costs of training, etc.
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